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DL NOTIFY LIST V1.1 README
=================
by Dimitrio Lewis

Thank you for purchasing DL Notify List!  Please review this notecard to aquaint yourself with
your new product.  The notecard is split into the following sections to enable you to quickly 
find the information you need.

1) INTRODUCTION
   1a) About
   1b) Description of product
   1c) Features
   1d) What's new
   1e) Future plans
2) OPERATION
   2a) Setup instructions
   2b) Operation
   2c) Ethical use agreement
   2d) Updating your HUD
3) SETTINGS
   3a) On / Off / Reset
   3b) Memory / Status / Uptime
   3c) Options / Delay / Output
       3c1) Developer protocol
   3d) Notify / Sound / Sorting
   3e) Text / Title
   3f) Update / F_RESET / F_UPDATE
4) UPDATE SYSTEM
5) TROUBLESHOOTING
   5a) Error messages
   5b) Reporting a bug
6) FAQs
7) GUARENTEE
8) NOTES

========================
SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

[1a]              About

DL Notify List is a DL product.  DL is a brand name used specifically for Second Life by the 
parent company DIMITRIOLEWIS.com.

The webpage for Dimitrio Lewis is: http://www.dimitriolewis.com

[1b]              Description of product

DL Notify List is designed to track the online status of a list of names supplied by the 
owner.  These names can consist of any residents of Second Life and there is no requirement 
for the user to be on the owner's Friends list.  Up to 50 names can be tracked simultaneously.

The system functions independently of the presence server in Second Life and will display 
accurate data even when the presence server is not functional.  This makes the HUD an ideal 
backup to Friends list, particularly when reliable communication is of high priority.  The 
data provided by the HUD is noticeably more accurate than the presence server which powers 
Second Life's built-in friends list.  The HUD can be worn at all times and activated or 
deactivated when information is required.

Because the HUD is able to track names which are not present on the owner's Friends list, it 
is a useful tool for tracking down users who the owner has reason to contact without having 
been formally introduced.  Rather than having to frequently refresh Search results, the 
monitored name will simply appear on screen when the user logs on, and an optional 
notification event will be displayed.

Formerly known as Online Notification HUD, DL Notify List is the original presence tracker.

[1c]              Features
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DL Notify List has the following features:

     - Track 50 names
     - Names or keys can be tracked
     - Notification of log on / log off events with optional sound effects
     - Customizable display format
     - Sleep mode
     - Developer protocol
     - Automatic rezoning
     - Automated update system

Featured technologies:

     - Built2Scale
          Permits data arrays to scale as needs demand.

     - DL Update
          Allows products to be easily upgraded to the latest version through an automated 
process via a central server.
          

[1d]              What's new

The following features are new in DL Notify List v1.0:

     [Improved accuracy]
     
     DL Notify List now syncs with Second Life's dataserver to ensure total accuracy of online
presence data.  This version eliminates occurrences of false positives (where a name appears 
online but in reality is not) and false negatives (where a name appears offline but is not), 
provided the information received from the dataserver is accurate.

     [Event notification with sound]
     
     DL Notify List now reports when each name being monitored logs on to Second Life or logs 
off.  These notification reports are intelligently queued to prevent repeats.  Notifications 
can be displayed privately, publicly (when the HUD is rezzed inworld), or echoed to a remote 
channel (when the HUD is rezzed inworld) to serve as a relay for third party status monitors. 
Additionally, sounds can be associated with notification events to serve as an alert system 
for users logging on or off.

     [Performance throttling]
     
     On regions with poor performance the HUD will automatically throttle down to increase the
accuracy of data displayed.

     [Developer protocol]
     
     Online presence information can now be broadcast to a remote channel to serve as a relay 
for third party scripts to utilize the data provided by the HUD.  (see section 3c)

     [New settings]
     
     The following settings are new to this version:
     
        - Delay:  Configures the duration (in seconds) that each page of results will be 
displayed.  Valid arguments are 5, 10 and 20.

        - Title:  Controls the text displayed above each page of results.

     [Settings memory]
     
     Personal settings are now saved between sessions.
     

The following features are new in DL Notify List v1.1:

     [Visual logon notification]
     
     If notifications are enabled the sides of the HUD will illuminate when a user logs 
online.
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     ** This feature has been temporarily disabled in the interests of resource conservation.

[1e]              Future plans

DL Notify List is an evolving project which strives to create a premium atmosphere for user to
user communication.  The following features are either planned or are under consideration for 
future versions of the product:

     [Instant messaging]
     
     The ability to send instant messages to online users, either individually or as a group, 
is of high priority in future development plans.

     [Inventory transfers]
     
     Sending inventory items to online users is in consideration for future versions.

     [Map tracking]
     
     The ability to locate users on the map or to see their location is Second Life is a 
heavily requested feature.  Technology currently in development may permit such an extension 
to the project, however it has not been determined if such a feature would be ethical or would
be permitted under Second Life's Terms of Service.

Feature suggestions for future versions are always welcome.  Please contact rnd@bservice.org 
with your ideas.

========================
SECTION 2: OPERATION

[2a]              Setup instructions

The HUD can either be attached to any of the lower HUD points on screen or rezzed in-world to 
provide a display in the home or office.  The default attach point is the Bottom Left HUD.  If
attaching to a different point, the HUD will need to be dragged into a position where the text
is fully visible.  Zooming (mouse wheel) while in edit mode will enable HUD positioning to be 
accomplished more easily.

When starting up for the first time the HUD will report "ERROR: NO NAMES IN LIST".  This 
indicates that it is waiting for names to be added to its notify list.  Use the following 
instructions to create a list.

     1.  The physical part of the HUD is located underneath the text and is a box displaying 
the DL logo.  Right click on the box and select Edit to enter edit mode.
     2.  Choose "More >>" and select the Content tab to view a list of files.  One of these 
files is a notecard with the name "notify".
     3.  Right click on the notecard named notify and select Open.
     4.  Type in a list of names you would like the HUD to monitor, one name per line.  Case 
sensitivity is not applicable, however the results displayed are dictated by the 
capitalization within this file.  Only the first 50 names will be accepted.  UUID keys are 
recognized also.
     5. Delete any example lines or instructions which were in the notecard.
     6. Press Save to store the new list, and close the notecard and Edit window.
     7. Click on the HUD box to bring up a dialog menu.
     8. Select "Reset" to restart the HUD and load the new list.

The HUD will now read the names from the notecard and begin monitoring the online status of 
each specified.  This process can take up to two minutes depending on the number of entries on
the list and the performance of the current sim.  Results will begin to be displayed once 50% 
or more presence data has been downloaded.

[2b]              Operation

During operation the HUD will display the names of all users currently online. This data is 
retrieved from Second Life's servers and is refreshed regularly.  Up to ten names are 
displayed on screen and results are split between multiple pages if more than ten users are 
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online.

The title of the display will be in the format of:   NOTIFY LIST (1/5)

The first number indicates the current page number, while the second number indicates the 
total number of pages of results.

[2c]              Ethical use agreement

The information provided by this HUD is publicly available via Second Life's Search system and
dataserver.  However, due to the autonomous nature of the product it presents the potential 
for abuse.  It is strongly discouraged to use this product for a) tracking Liaisons b) 
tracking users who you suspect have muted you c) stalking other Residents.

By using this product you accept personal responsibility for your use or misuse of the product
and absolve the creator and DIMITRIOLEWIS.com of liability for your actions.  You also 
understand that if abuse is reported or Linden intervention is requested, your access to the 
service may be terminated.

[2d]             Updating your HUD

When an update becomes available you will be able to receive the new scripts using one of our 
in-world update stations.  These stations can be found at most DL locations, and a list of 
locations can be found at http://www.dimitriolewis.com.

Rez the HUD in-world next to an update station and then click the station.  If an update is 
available you will receive an updater box.  Rez this box next to your HUD and click the box to
begin the update process.  The HUD cannot be updated while attatched to your avatar.

========================
SECTION 3: SETTINGS

The HUD has a number of features that can be accessed by clicking on the HUD's physical box.  
This is located underneath the display text.

[3a]              On / Off / Reset

The power commands enable the HUD to be activated or deactivated while still being worn.

     Off:  Press the Off button to enable sleep mode.  While the HUD is deactivated no text 
will be displayed, nor will the HUD carry out other resource intensive operations.

     On:  Press the On button to resume normal operation.  The HUD may take a few seconds to 
grab updated online status information before displaying results.  All previous settings will 
be retained when emerging from sleep mode.

     Reset:  The Reset command forces the HUD to clear its memory and reload the list of names
from the notify notecard.  Personal settings are retained.

[3b]              Memory / Status / Uptime

     Memory:  The HUD will report how many bytes of memory are free for use.  Scripts in 
Second Life are allocated 16384 bytes of memory to work with, which includes the compiled code
and any arrays stored by the script.

When working with a large array, the memory available to the HUD can drop significantly.  The 
more names that are being tracked, the larger the array of data will be.  The HUD will issue a
warning if the amount of free memory drops below 96 bytes as this is considered a critical 
memory shortage.

     Status:  This command will cause the HUD to report some information about the current 
operating environment.  The following information will be displayed:
     - Version: The product name, version number, and date of compilation.
     - Active: An integer value of whether the hud is activated or deactivated.
     - Names Tracked: The number of names currently being tracked by the HUD.  Note that this 
figure may not correspond with the number of entries in the notecard as some names may not be 
trackable.  An accurate figure should be displayed once the HUD has been in operation for 
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several minutes.
     - Network Frequency: The rate at which the HUD is synced with the network stream.  A 
lower rate means results are updated more frequently.  This figure usually ranges from 25.0 to
28.0.
     - Network Stream: The network address through which data is being routed within Second 
Life.
     - Page delay: The number of seconds between each page cycle.
     - Output: The method of communication currently employed by the HUD.
     - Region out: The channel on which data is output when output type is set to Region.
     - Notify: An integer value representing whether logon/logoff notifications are displayed.
     - Sound: An integer value representing whether sounds are played for logon/logoff events.
     - Sort Type: The ordering type of results displayed by the HUD.
     - Text Color: The color of the text displayed by the HUD.
     - Title:  The text displayed above the online status display.
     - Update Available:  If an updated version of the HUD is available its version number 
will be displayed here.  More information on this can be found in SECTION 4: UPDATE SYSTEM.

     Uptime:  The HUD will report for how long it has been operating.  This figure is reset 
each time the HUD is rezzed and each time the HUD is reactivated from sleep mode.

[3c]              Options / Delay / Output

The options menu allows you to customize the way in which data is presented by the HUD, and 
access advanced features.

     Delay:  This setting dictates the duration in seconds that each page of results will be 
displayed before continuing to the next page.  The default duration is 10 seconds.  Valid 
arguments are 5, 10 and 20 seconds.  Note that pauses of 5 seconds are occasionally injected 
into the cycle to allow for data to be efficiently parsed.

     Output:  Event notifications and other important messages are reported by the HUD, either
privately by instant message or publicly in general chat.  This setting configures the output 
destination for messages.  The following settings are available:

        - Private:  Messages are sent by instant message to the owner of the HUD.
        - Public:  Messages are spoken in general chat for all to see.  This setting is only 
possible when the HUD is rezzed inworld, and not when it is worn as an attachment.
        - Region:  This setting allows messages to be broadcast throughout the sim on a 
private channel to be picked up and parsed by third party scripts.

        3c1: Developer Protocol
        
        When Region output is enabled, message output adheres to the following protocol 
specification:

        Format:  vcode,ownerkey,string
        Example:  DLN11,91e119d0-09b0-4bbd-93da-78823997dfec,Cricket Rossini has logged on

        The channel for communication can be set with the command /6 channel <channel>.  
Example: /6 channel 700.  The specified channel number must be greater than 64 and less than 
1000000000.  The default channel is 620.

        The vcode refers to the identification code of the product.  DL Notify List v1.1 has a
vcode of DLN11.  Validate source by comparing with llGetOwner().

[3d]              Notify / Sound / Sorting

     Notify:  The Notify setting controls whether event notifications are displayed for users 
logging on/offline.  Notifications are enabled by default.  Event notifications are tied to 
the update period of the HUD, rather than syncing directly with the dataserver.

     Sound:  DL Notify List contains several sound files which will play on event 
notifications when this feature is enabled.  These sound files exist in the HUD's contents and
may be replaced with custom sounds of the same name.  Sounds are tied to the following events:

        STARTUP:  When the HUD initializes.
        LOGON:  When a user logs online.
        LOGOFF:  When a user logs offline.
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     Sorting:  This setting controls the order in which results are displayed by the HUD in 
normal operation.  The following options are available:
     - Alphabet: (default) Results are displayed from A-Z followed by a-z.
     - Literal: Results are displayed according to the order they appear in the notecard.
     - Reverse: Results are displayed in reverse alphabetical order, z-a followed by Z-A.

[3e]              Text / Title

     Text:  The text option allows you to choose which color the text for results will be 
displayed in.  The available colors are:  Silver, Black, Gold, Red, White, Yellow, Orange, 
Pink, Purple, Aqua, Blue, Green.  The default color for display text is White.
     NOTE: System messages always appear in White regardless of this setting.

     Title:  The title above the list of online names can be modified to display a custom 
message.  This message may be up to 24 characters long.  To change this message issue the 
command:

        Syntax:  /6 title <title>
        Example:  /6 title NOTIFY LIST

[3f]              Update / F_RESET / F_UPDATE

     Update:  This command will report whether an update to the HUD is currently available.  
Additional features for this command may be made available in future versions.

     F_RESET:  This command will force the HUD to reset its memory and restore factory 
settings.  All personal settings will be lost.

     F_UPDATE:  (advanced users only) This command will force the HUD into update mode even if
an updated version has not been detected.  This command serves two possible purposes:
     1: to force the current version to be reinstalled by an update terminal (i.e. for 
repairing a corrupted script).
     2: to allow for updates if the version detection system should fail.

More information on these features can be found in SECTION 4: UPDATE SYSTEM.

========================
SECTION 4: UPDATE SYSTEM

Your HUD contains an onboard update system for automated upgrading to new versions of the 
product that may become available.  This system is composed of the following two elements:

    1:  Update detection system

        Each time the HUD is initiated it will connect to BotService's server and report its 
PIC (Personal Identification Code).  The server will respond with a product status report.  If
an updated version of the HUD is available, it will enable update mode on the HUD and 
information will be displayed on the nature of the update, including instructions on how to 
initiate the update.  There is no commitment to perform a product update or take action when 
alerted to a new version.

        F_UPDATE:  Should the automatic update detection system fail, users of the HUD will 
still be able to enable update mode with this command in the Options menu.

        Enabling update mode does not affect the HUD's operation; its function is to control 
behavior when interacting with an update terminal.  Update mode is disabled by default to 
prevent the HUD from requesting an update while the owner is updating other products at a 
terminal.

    2:  Update system

        The update system consists of communication between the HUD and a BotService update 
terminal.  To carry out a successful update, rez the HUD in-world next to a terminal, then 
touch the terminal.  Either the HUD or the update terminal will inform you of the steps being 
taken during the update process.

        Because the locations of update terminals may change this information has not been 
included here.  When an update is made available the HUD will report where and how to carry 
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out the update.

========================
SECTION 5: TROUBLESHOOTING

[5a]              Error messages

The following error messages may be seen during HUD operation:

     ERROR: LOW MEMORY  -  The HUD has run out of available memory.  Remove some entries from 
your notify list and use F_RESET.

     ERROR: NO DATA FILE  -  This error is displayed if the HUD cannot find a notecard called 
notify in its inventory, or if this notecard is empty.

     ERROR: NO NAMES IN LIST  -  This error indicates that there are no valid names in the 
notify notecard, or that the notecard failed to load correctly.

     ERROR: NO DATA TO DISPLAY  -  This error is displayed when the HUD is unable to track any
of the names specified in the notify notecard.

     NO USERS ONLINE  -  This status is displayed when none of the names specified in the 
notify notecard is online.

     "Channel out of bounds error"  -  Custom region channels must be in the range of 64 - 
1000000000.

     "Unable to track *name*"  -  This error is displayed when a user specified in the notify 
notecard cannot be tracked.  This can occur if a Resident is new to Second Life or has only 
spent limited time in-world.  Exclusion is not likely to be permanent and data may become 
available after a short time.

     "You are not permitted to access this service"  -  You have been banned from accessing 
the service.  Contact the vendor for a product refund.

     "Stack-Heap Collision"  -  This error indicates that the script has crashed due to a lack
of free memory.  If this error occurs it should be reported for investigation.  Take the 
following steps to restart the script:
     - open the HUD's Content and remove a few names from the notify notecard.  This will 
prevent the crash from being repeated.
     - open the script and ensure that the Running box is checked.
     - click on Reset.

[5b]              Reporting a bug

You are encouraged to report any bugs you find so that they can be addressed in an update.  In
particular, please report any stack-heap collisions that occur.  You may be asked for a copy 
of your notify list.

To report a bug, follow the instructions at:

     http://www.dimitriolewis.com/support/

Please include as much information as possible when reporting bugs.

========================
SECTION 6: FAQS

Q)  "Can somebody hide themselves from appearing on my HUD?"
A)  The data used by the HUD is provided by Linden Lab's servers as a scripted function, and 
is related to the Second Life Search system.  Results are not filtered before use.

Q)  "Can someone stalk me?"
A)  If you feel that someone is harassing you, the first step you should take is to report it 
as abuse (Help > Report Abuse...).  Try to include dates and times so that the chatlogs can be
reviewed.  In certain cases a person's access to the HUD may be revoked if it's felt that they
are abusing the system, however it's important to note that the HUD does not provide any 
information which is not already available.  It would be a trivial matter for a stalker to 
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find your name in Search or to write their own tracking script.

========================
SECTION 7: GUARENTEE

Purchasing DL Notify List entitles you to an unconditional refund of the full purchase cost 
within 30 days of the purchase date if you are unsatified with the product or it does not 
function to your satisfaction.  Beyond this date you are entitled to whatever level of support
is neccessary to provide you with a service and product function that you find satisfactory, 
however refunds are offered at our discretion and may be withheld in some circumstances.

========================
SECTION 8: NOTES

- There may continue to be artifacts associated with laggy simulators, and work will continue 
to refine the HUD and improve performance in such environments.  A smooth running sim is 
preferable for optimal performance, however.

- The dataserver is occassionally slow at releasing a name.  Notification may occur several 
minutes after the user has logged off.
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